Global Roundtable on Blockchain4SDGs
Saturday, January 7, 2017,
2231 Crystal Dr #1000, Arlington, VA 22202
Registration is required for participation

Saturday, January 07, 2017

Event Producer | Event Partners | Event Sponsors |
----------------|---------------|---------------|
FinTech4Good DC | Wall Street Blockchain Alliance | Blockchain Alliance for Good |
1776.VC | Blockchain Insurance Lab | New Development Ventures |
Wall Street Blockchain Alliance | InnoSpring, | Silicon Valley Frontier Labs |
Blockchain Insurance Lab | SinoData | Johns Hopkins FinTech Group |
InnoSpring, | IU Club | The Blockchain News |
SinoData | Mindseye Solutions | Vivi Media Group |
IU Club | | Crowdfund Insider |
Mindseye Solutions |

Event Media Partners
- Blockchain Alliance for Good
- New Development Ventures
- Silicon Valley Frontier Labs
- Johns Hopkins FinTech Group
- The Blockchain News
- Vivi Media Group
- Crowdfund Insider

Agenda

8:30am to 9:00am | Registration
9:00am to 9:30am | Opening Remark

Why Blockchain, why SDGS, Xiaochen Zhang, FinTech4Good
Initiatives to Accelerate Innovation in the US, Robert Zakon, White House Presidential Innovation Fellow
SDGCoin to Power the Poor, Olinga Ta’eed, Blockchain Alliance for Good

9:30am to 10:30am | Blockchain for SDGs Solutions

SolarCoin: a revolution, Assaf Ben, CEO, SolarChange
Blockchain for Energy Trading, Yin Cao, CSO, Energy Blockchain Lab
Digital Assets Management for all, Wentao Yang, Co-founder, VP at OnChain
Blockchain for universal access to health, Bryant Joseph GILOT, CMO, BlockchainHealth
Dignity through Identity, Ashish Gadnis, CEO, Banqu

10:30am to 11:30am | Scaling Blockchain Solutions through Investment and Ecosystem Support

Moderator: Xiaochen Zhang, FinTech4Good
Sven Laepple, Country Manager, Blockchain Angels
Oltac Unsal, President, Smyrna Capital, Venture Partner, NextGen Venture Partners
Aanchal Anand, Land Administration Specialist, World Bank
Martin Chrisney, Director, KPMG
Daniel Spuller, Director, Chamber of Digital Commerce
Partnership for the Future

*Moderator:* Xiaochen Zhang, FinTech4Good
Olinga Ta'eed, Chairman, Blockchain Alliance for Good
Evan Burfield, Co-Founder, 1776.VC
Melissa Bradley, Co-Chair at National Advisory Council on Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Ron Quaranta, Chairman, Wall Street Blockchain Alliance
Jim Liew, Assistant Professor, Johns Hopkins University
Erika Boll, Senior Associate, Global Development Incubator
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Media Partners

http://www.the-blockchain.com/  
Vivi Media Group  
Crowdfund Insider